
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Summary 
 

I’m a data science technician and tactician in hot pursuit of ideas, methods, metrics, and tools that offer insights into what makes humans tick.  

My training in psychology, physiology, statistics, clinical neuroscience, and computer science grounds my practice of translating complex ideas into 

straight-shooting insights in a way that’s persuasive, passionate, and personal. My approach is “problem-aimed, expert-informed, solution-focused” 

— helping stakeholders, clinicians, and end users unpack big-deal data to discover answers to questions they didn’t know they could ask.  

 
 
 

Expertise 
 

 Methods • A/B testing, experimental design, human subjects research, longitudinal trials, noninvasive and remote monitoring 

 Techniques • anomaly detection, exploratory data analysis and visualization, Bayesian and frequentist statistics, Monte Carlo methods 

 Modeling • classical ML (decision forests, GBM, GLM, logistic regression), survival analysis, time series forecasting 

 Python • pandas, matplotlib, statsmodels, scikit-learn, CatBoost, H2O.ai, Prophet, PyCaret, lifelines, scikit-survival, streamlit 

 SQL • Redshift, Postgres, SQLAlchemy 

 Collaboration • S3, Box, Confluence, Databricks, Github, Google Workspace, Jira, Jupyter, MS Office 

 Communication • academic publishing, oral presentations, stakeholder rapport, technical whitepapers 
 

Experience 
 

Manager, Data Science Teladoc Health, Mountain View CA • 11/2020 to 01/2023 
 

 Led the Connected Devices DS team (3 direct reports) and championed its mission: to leverage raw and derived signals from Teladoc’s suite of  

cellular- and WiFi-connected remote monitoring devices — an industry-leading dataset of several hundred million readings. 

 Deployed a daily pipeline to perform data cleansing and anomaly detection for hundreds of thousands of individuals with connected weight scales, 

ensuring high-quality data for downstream DS applications (client reporting, clinical analytics, personalization models). 

 Launched a secure web portal that enabled the DS team to deliver specific coaching interventions quickly and efficiently (with negligible engineering 

resources), accelerating the delivery of insights-driven, human-powered coaching. 

Clinical Product Data Scientist Livongo Health, Mountain View CA • 09/2018 to 11/2020 
 

 Data Science lead for internal projects related to continuous glucose monitoring, a major product initiative and key external partnership: opportunity 

sizing, power analysis, eligibility definitions, clinical metric aggregation and ETL, cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses. 

 Instrumented logic to validate self-reported health traits (diabetes type, insulin usage) against external data sources (prescription fills, device readings), 

creating opportunities for targeted, personalized, and proactive outreach to participants.  

 Authored first ETL pipeline for tracking and dashboarding key business-level OKRs that were shared at monthly town halls.  

Fellow, Health Data Science Insight Data Science, San Francisco CA • 06/2018 to 08/2018 
 

 Capstone project: built a web app that surfaced dynamically updated arrival time predictions for 911-dispatched medical first responders in  

San Francisco (BigQuery + AWS + Dash).  

 Trained and tuned a random forest regression model to predict arrival times; reduced the mean absolute prediction error by 38% relative to a naïve 

prediction model. Details: goo.gl/Z8JgHU. 

Behavioral Researcher and Designer Omada Health, San Francisco CA • 03/2016 to 06/2017 
 

 Served as the in-house subject matter expert on health behavior change, providing on-demand perspectives while working collaboratively with 

product design and user insights stakeholders on feature ideation, improvement, and implementation. 

 Designed a comparative analysis of 15,000 Omada participants versus 55,000 participants from a national weight loss dataset that revealed superior 

weight tracking persistence among Omada’s participants. 

Research Fellow in Computer Science National University of Singapore • 02/2013 to 09/2015  
 

 Spearheaded a partnership with LyricFind to clean and release an open-access dataset of 275K lyrics in bag-of-words format (68M word instances),  

creating a new data resource for the field of music information retrieval. Details: goo.gl/T2JjkM. 

 Wrote an algorithm to quantify the stability of musical tempo in a public dataset of 1M audio recordings; designed a web interface to facilitate playlist 

creation for music-enhanced physical therapy. Details: goo.gl/Rkwd7q. 

Research Fellow in Neurology Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Boston MA • 06/2009 to 01/2013  
 

 Authored two open-source Matlab toolboxes for the SPM neuroimaging analysis suite to facilitate exploratory data analyses of 3-D brain images; 

1,000+ registered academic researchers. Details: goo.gl/hq3LKK. 

 Collaborated with biomedical engineers on a point process algorithm for analyzing gait event series in sensor-based recordings from Parkinson’s 

patients and age-matched controls, creating a new class of clinically relevant diagnostic metrics. 

 

Education 
 

 PhD, Experimental Psychology  The Ohio State University • 04/2006 to 08/2009 

 MA, Experimental Psychology  The Ohio State University • 08/2003 to 03/2006 

 BA (Honors), Psychology  University of Delaware • 09/1999 to 05/2003 
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